FIVE REASONS
TO GO FORS

FORS: Testimonials

Real operators…real benefits
Today, over 4,800 FORS members are benefitting from improved safety,
better efficiency and greater environmental protection. Here’s what a
selection of FORS operators told us:

Since achieving Silver
accreditation we have
seen a 58% reduction in
PCNs and 19% reduction in
incidents
Punchards Haulage Ltd

In the last 12 months, we
have managed to reduce
our PCNs by 10%, our CO2
by 5% and our incidents by
12%
Camden Council

FORS has helped us achieve
compliance and safety. We have
managed to reduce our incidents
by 80% compared to our baseline
year and our PCNs by 36%
TJ Hammond Transport Ltd
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FORS, the Fleet Operator Recognition Scheme, is a voluntary
accreditation scheme for all bus and coach, van and truck fleet operators,
and the specifiers that ‘buy-in’ their transport requirements.
As more and more specifiers demand proof of best practice from their
transport suppliers, FORS accreditation puts you in the shop window
for new business.

HOW TO JOIN FORS
To become a FORS member, simply complete the online registration form or call
for further information:

www.fors-online.co.uk
08448 09 09 44
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FORS: Key Benefits

Five key benefits of FORS
accreditation
1. STAND OUT FROM THE CROWD

			
			

If you were a transport buyer required to
choose between two operators, who would
you appoint? Would you select the one
whose safety record and environmental
practices you knew nothing of? Or the
one whose FORS accreditation proved a
commitment to good practice in all aspects
of the business, including road safety,
sustainability issues and many other
aspects of corporate social responsibility?
Who’s going to win the new business? It’s a
no-brainer for the transport buyer.

2. IMPROVE YOUR ROAD SAFETY RECORD
Dedicated FORS Professional training
equips your managers and drivers with the
skills and knowledge to improve their work
related road safety and to reduce the risk
of collisions with other motor vehicles and,
crucially, vulnerable road users.

			
			

Become FORS accredited and access
safety specific tool, guides and training
courses, that help you improve your work
related road safety.

In 2017, FORS Silver and Gold members reduced their damage
only, slight, and serious injury incidents by 6%
Statistics drawn from 200 Silver and Gold members operating 3,686 vehicles
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3. REDUCE FUEL CONSUMPTION; INCREASE EFFICIENCY
FORS Professional provides classroom training
and eLearning modules for managers and drivers
covering environmental best practice. FORS also
provides best practice toolkits helping to put you
one step ahead of the competition. Expert advice
on the latest technologies and systems will provide
tangible efficiencies. Dedicated driver training will
promote defensive, more economic driving, leading
to reduced fuel costs.
FORS Silver and Gold accredited companies typically save 6% on
fuel use

Statistics drawn from 200 Silver and Gold members operating 3,686 vehicles

4. ENSURE COMPLIANCE
Make use of FORS Affinity Partner products to
meet your legal obligations and ensure you remain
compliant with the FORS Standard.
FORS Fleet Management System, powered by
FleetCheck, delivers a comprehensive platform
enabling complete vehicle, driver and organisation
management.
Operators have a duty-of-care by law to check their drivers’ competency and
capability. FORS Driver Licence Checking Service, delivered in partnership
with Licence Bureau Limited, provides preferential rates to members.

5. GREATER INDUSTRY ‘KNOW HOW’ AND NETWORKING
OPPORTUNITIES
With fortnightly eNews, monthly training eNews and a regular magazine,
FORS members receive insider knowledge on how the scheme is changing
the industry and where potential opportunities lie for you. Through funded
FORS Professional training, managers and drivers will have the chance to
meet, swap tips and network with other industry professionals.
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FORS: What’s included?

What’s included with your
subscription?
FORS Affinity Partner products
- discounted rates

Exclusive offers and
discounts

FORS Driver Licence Checking
helps you meet requirement D1 of the
FORS Standard

FORS members can take
advantage of exclusive
offers and discounts from
FORS Associates.

FORS Fleet Management System
helps you obtain and maintain FORS
accreditation
FORS Vehicle Graphics Service
provides high quality FORS ID and
warning signage

Offers and discounts are
specially selected to help
you meet and maintain
your FORS accreditation,
and to progress right
through to FORS Gold.

Guides/toolkits/resources

FORS online tools

Audit toolkit

Fleet management tools

Collision Management toolkit

FORS FMS Toolkits

Van Smart toolkit

FORS Collision Manager

TruckSmart toolkit
Anti-idling toolkit
Congestion toolkit
LoCITY toolkit
Vehicle Safety Equipment guide
Quiet Equipment guide
Drivers’ Hours guide
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Conference and
events
FORS members’ briefings
Annual FORS members’
conference

Effective Drivers Management guide

Demystifying FORS and
CLOCS workshops

Toolbox Talks

Intro to FORS webinars
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
FORS Professional offers a range of funded
training for both mangers and drivers, delivered
with cutting edge content to help operators meet
the requirements of the FORS Standard.

Classroom

FOR MANAGERS
eLearning

Going for Bronze

Collision Investigator

Going for Silver and Gold

Road Risk Champion

FORS Practitioner workshops

LoCITY: Time to look ahead

FORS Practitioner Recertification
Fleet Management Essentials (O Licence)
Collision Investigator
Road Risk Champion

Classroom

FOR DRIVERS
eLearning

Safe Urban Driving

Cycle Safety

Van Smart

Van Smart

TruckSmart

Smart Driving

LoCITY Driving

Security and Counter Terrorism
LoCITY: Time to clean up
Smart Deliveries
TruckSmart
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Fees

2018 Annual subscription
1-5 vehicles £80+VAT per vehicle

1 vehicle only special rate £65+VAT

6-10 vehs

11-25 vehs

26-50 vehs

51-100 vehs

>100 vehs

£420+VAT

£630+VAT

£900+VAT

£1,700+VAT

£2,250+VAT

2018 Audit fee per operating centre
Standard rate £450+VAT
Small operator rate (up to 3 vehicles) £420+VAT
Subscription and audit discounts available for charities and local authorities

BRONZE

SILVER

GOLD

Start your FORS journey today and progress through
Bronze, Silver and Gold

@FORS_online

08448 09 09 44

www.fors-online.org.uk

